
208 unit 2: analyzing character and point of view

What’s the Connection?
In “Zebra” you read about a veteran of the Vietnam War.   In the 
following selections, you will learn more about the war and the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial.

Skill Focus: Identify Main Ideas
Have you ever seen a news report about something, such as 
digital music, and then read about that topic in a book?  Even 
though they were on the same subject, it is likely that the news 
report and the book each had a different main idea, the most 
important thing that a writer wants you to know about a topic. 
 Finding main ideas can help you learn information faster and 
remember it better.  It can also help you summarize the most 
important ideas a writer presents.  Here are some tips:

•  Many times, the main idea of a paragraph is directly stated in a 
topic sentence, usually at the start or end of the paragraph.

•  Significant details, such as examples and facts, help you 
understand the main ideas.

As you read the selections that follow, use a chart like the one 
shown to record main ideas and significant details you encounter.

The Legacy of the Vietnam War
• Feature Article, page 209
• Letter, page 212
• Timeline, page 214

Use with “Zebra,” 
page 184.

Reading for 
Information

Main idea: 

Detail: 

Main idea: People leave keepsakes at the Vietnam Wall.

Detail: Duery Felton Jr. has dedicated his life to taking care of 

the keepsakes.

Page 209, lines 1–25

Pages 209–210, lines 26–42

iReading for 
Information

R2.1 Understand and analyze 
the differences in structure and 
purpose between various categories 
of informational materials (e.g., 
textbooks, newspapers, instructional 
manuals, signs). 
W2.5 Write summaries of reading 
materials: a. Include the main ideas 
and most significant details. b. 
Use the student’s own words, 
except for quotations. c. Reflect 
underlying meaning, not just the 
superficial details.



F OCUS ON FORM
This is a feature 
article, a nonfiction 
article found in 
a newspaper or 
magazine. Its 
purpose is to 
provide interesting 
information.  Unlike 
a news article, it does 
not need to focus on 
current events. 
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a  MAIN IDEAS
Choose a phrase or 
sentence from lines 1–25 
that sums up the most 
important idea of this 
section. 

At 19 Duery Felton Jr. was drafted 
and sent to Vietnam.

At 20 the D.C. native, assigned 
to the 1st Infantry Division, was 
badly wounded—so badly he 
refuses to discuss the details. “I 
was almost a name on the Wall,” 
he says simply.

Decades later, Felton has made 
the Vietnam Wall—or more 
properly, the tens of thousands of 
objects that have been left there 
since it was dedicated in 1982—
the center of his life. From dog tags 

to combat boots, letters to prayers, 
he looks after them, he researches 
them, he speaks for them.

And the objects have become 
a collection of war memorabilia 
unlike any other.

“It’s a living collection,” says 
Felton. “People are leaving keep-
sakes at a public site—things 
normally passed on to their 
children.”. . . a

No one would have predicted 
the memorial would engender 
such an outpouring of feeling. 

The Collected 
Grief of a Nation

by Judith Weinraub
An Exhibit of Mementos 
from the Vietnam Wall
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In 1981 Maya Lin’s proposed 
design—two long walls of black 
granite meeting in a V, with the 
names of the dead chiseled in 
chronological order, set into the 
gradual incline of a site near the 
Lincoln Memorial—ignited a hue 
and cry.

But over the years, as millions 
of visitors viewed their reflections 
in the polished granite and left 
behind their tributes to the dead, 
the black gash has become a 
mirror of America. . . . b

It was that way with the Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial almost from 
the start. In the first two years, 
according to Donna Donaldson, 
chief of visitor services for the 
National Park Service, some 600 
tokens of remembrance were left. 
As time went on, the number grew. 

It is still growing. “It became 
obvious that we couldn’t just 
leave them sitting there,” says 
Donaldson. “Something different 
was happening at this memorial.” 

And the offerings weren’t just 
flags and flowers. . . . A wooden 
cross with a crown of thorns made 
of barbed wire. Wedding rings. 
Purple Hearts. A varsity letter. A 
replica of a POW “tiger” cage. . . . 
POW-MIA bracelets. An IV bag. 
A menorah. 

“The objects were different 
from anything else we’d ever 
collected,” says Pamela West, the 
regional curator for the Park 
Service’s National Capital region. 
“It took on its own momentum. 
We decided to keep these things 
as a museum collection and treat 
it as such.”. . .
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b  MAIN IDEAS
Reread lines 26–42.  
Identify a phrase or 
sentence that gives the 
main idea of the section.  
Then do the same with 
lines 43–72.
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Felton got involved one day while 
visiting the Lanham warehouse 
where the objects were stored. A 
reporter also there that day asked 
about certain objects. Only Felton 
knew what they were. . . .

By 1984, the collection had 
become overwhelming, and 
someone in the Park Service 
remembered Duery Felton. He 
began as a volunteer, working a 
couple of hours a day. Felton 
assumed responsibility for the 
collection in 1988.

Felton now has a small staff and 
an army of volunteers. He has 
witnessed the changing American 
reaction to the war from the time 
he was evacuated to Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center in 1968 
until today. “I feel the memorial 
meets a felt need,” he says. “It has 

become America’s bulletin board, a 
protest site—whatever you want to 
say, you can say at that site.”. . . c

When asked what single object 
left at the Wall shocked him the 
most, he points to a black beret 
from the 101st Airborne Division 
reconnaissance unit ambushed 
in November 1967. “It was left 
by the sole surviving member of 
a 12-man unit some 20 years 
after the fact,” he says, shaking 
his head.

At the Wall, the Capitol and 
the Washington Monument look 
postcard-perfect in the distance. 
And as Lincoln—the symbol of 
this country’s other divisive 
war—looks down from his 
majestic perch nearby, people 
are still bringing offerings to 
the Wall. d
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This black beret (left) and 
purple heart (right), along 
with the other items shown 
were all left at the Wall.

c  FEATURE ARTICLE
Reread Felton’s thoughts 
about the Wall.  Then 
reread Focus on Form 
on page 209.  What 
makes the Wall such a 
good topic for a feature 
article?

d  MAIN IDEAS
Sometimes the main 
idea of a text is implied.  
In other words, it is 
suggested but not 
directly stated.  What is 
the implied main idea 
of the last paragraph of 
this article?  (Think about 
what all the supporting 
details add up to.)



A Mother’s Words
Mrs. Eleanor Wimbish of Glen Burnie, Maryland, is the mother of William 
R. Stocks, who died in the Vietnam War.  For years she left letters to her son 
under his name on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C. e
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Dear Bill,

Today is February 13, 1984. I came to this black wall 

again to see and touch your name, and as I do I wonder if 

anyone ever stops to realize that next to your name, on this 

black wall, is your mother’s heart. A heart broken 15 years 

ago today, when you lost your life in Vietnam.

And as I look at your name, William R. Stocks, I think 

of how many, many times I used to wonder how scared and 

homesick you must have been in that strange country called 

Vietnam. And if and how it might have changed you, for 

you were the most happy-go-lucky kid in the world, hardly 

ever sad or unhappy. And until the day I die, I will see you 

as you laughed at me, even when I was very mad at you, 

and the next thing I knew, we were laughing together.

But on this past New Year’s Day, I had my answer. 

I talked by phone to a friend of yours from Michigan, who 

spent your last Christmas and the last four months of your 

life with you. Jim told me how you died, for he was there 

and saw the helicopter crash. He told me how you had flown 

your quota and had not been scheduled to fly that day. How 

the regular pilot was unable to fly and had been replaced by 

someone with less experience. How they did not know the 

exact cause of the crash. . . . 

He told me how, after a while over there, instead of a 

yellow streak, the men got a mean streak down their backs. 
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e   MAIN IDEAS
Carefully read 
the headline and 
introductory text at 
the top of this page.  
These will help you 
understand the main 
ideas of Eleanor 
Wimbish’s letter. 



Each day the streak got bigger and the men became meaner. 

Everyone but you, Bill. He said how you stayed the same, 

happy-go-lucky guy that you were when you arrived in 

Vietnam. How your warmth and friendliness drew the 

guys to you. How your lieutenant gave you the nickname 

of “Spanky,” and soon your group, Jim included, were all 

known as “Spanky’s gang.” How when you died it made it 

so much harder on them for you were their moral support. 

And he said how you of all people should never have been 

the one to die. f

How it hurts to write this. But I must face it and then 

put it to rest. I know after Jim talked to me, he must have 

relived it all over again and suffered so. Before I hung up the 

phone I told Jim I loved him. Loved him for just being your 

close friend, and for being there with you when you died. 

How lucky you were to have him for a friend, and how 

lucky he was to have had you. . . . 

They tell me the letters I write to you and leave here at this 

memorial are waking others up to the fact that there is still 

much pain left, after all these years, from the Vietnam War. g

But this I know. I would rather have had you for 21 

years, and all the pain that goes with losing you, than never 

to have had you at all.

g  MAIN IDEAS
This paragraph contains 
one of the main ideas of 
the letter.  What is it? 

f   MAIN IDEAS
Reread lines 24–35.  
What significant details 
does this paragraph 
reveal about Bill’s 
personality and his 
influence on others?  
Use your own words 
or brief quotations to 
answer.

Reading for Information

reading for information 213
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h   FEATURE ARTICLE
How does this timeline 
help you understand the 
feature article on pages 
209–211? 

Timeline: U.S. Involvement in Vietnam
The seeds of the Vietnam War were planted in 1858 when France 
attacked Vietnam for control of the government. After decades of 
frustration under foreign rule, many Vietnamese began supporting 
the Communist movement against the French. Meanwhile, the United 
States struggled against the spread of communism worldwide.    

1965 Antiwar 
protests become 
widespread.

1970 Four students are killed at an 
antiwar demonstration in Ohio. 

1982 The Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
is dedicated in Washington, D.C.

1995 The United States and Vietnam restore full diplomatic relations. h

1950 The United States sends 
economic aid to the French forces 
in Vietnam.

1968 U.S. citizens 
begin to think the war 
cannot be won.

1973 All U.S. troops leave Vietnam.

1975 South Vietnam surrenders 
to the Communists. The U.S. Embassy 
in Vietnam is evacuated. 

1978 Thousands of refugees flee Vietnam 
to escape poverty and punishment for 
aiding the United States during the war.

1954 The French are defeated. Vietnam 
divides into Communist North and non-
Communist South.

1957 Communist rebels (the Viet Cong) 
fight for control of South Vietnam.

1965 The United States bombs North 
Vietnam. The first U.S. combat troops 
arrive in South Vietnam.

1968 The number of U.S. troops in 
Vietnam reaches its peak. The North 
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong launch the 
Tet offensive, a series of surprise attacks.
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1986 The Vietnamese government begins 
economic restructuring. 
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Comprehension
 1. Recall When did the last U.S. combat troops leave Vietnam?

 2. Clarify What kind of person was Bill Stocks?

 3. Clarify In general, how would you describe the “tokens of remembrance” 
people leave at the Wall?

Critical Analysis
 4. Analyze In the feature article, the Wall is described as a “black gash,” a 

“mirror of America,” a “bulletin board,” and a “protest site.”  Pick one of 
these phrases and explain what it suggests about the Wall.

 5. Identify Main Idea Think about the main idea of Eleanor Wimbish’s 
letter.  Describe this main idea to a friend or relative.

Read for Information: Write a Summary

writing prompt
Write a one-paragraph summary of the letter. 

A summary is a brief retelling in your own words of the main ideas in 
a piece of writing.  It should be no more than one-third as long as the 
original document.  Follow these steps as you write and present it.

 1. Break the selection into parts, such as paragraphs or sections.
2. Jot down the main idea and significant details in each part. Eliminate 

superficial details that tell little or nothing about the main idea.  Think 
about the underlying meaning—the message the author wanted to 
get across.  Use your own words, except for quotations.

3. Write a topic sentence explaining the overall meaning of the text.  
Then provide the most significant details, ones that help the reader 
understand the meaning. 

Part 3 Main Idea
• detail
• detail

Part 1 Main Idea
• detail
• detail

Part 2 Main Idea
• detail
• detail

My Summary: Overall Meaning + Significant Details

R2.1 Understand and analyze 
the differences in structure 
and purpose between various 
categories of informational 
materials (e.g., textbooks, 
newspapers, instructional 
manuals, signs). 
W2.5 Write summaries of reading 
materials: a. Include the main 
ideas and most significant details. 
b. Use the student’s own words, 
except for quotations. c. Reflect 
underlying meaning, not just the 
superficial details.
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